Name
Address
City

Precise - Concise - Complete - Comprehensive - Compact

Qty

Price
$154.95

Foundation Stones (Teacher Package) It’s in the bag!
(contains everything needed for teaching Handwriting, Phonics, Reading, Spelling, & Vocabulary):
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫

Reading Works $59.95 (with index tabs) $3.95 ⚫ Morrison-McCall Spelling Scale $3.50
Reading Works EasyGuide $12.95
⚫ Word Management Starter Kit $54.95
My First Reading Works Notebook $15.95
⚫ Legal Definition Flashcards $18.95
Multiples Flashcards $17.95
⚫ Spelling Rules Flashcards $16.95
Implementation REQUIRES one Student Materials Option listed below

Primary Student Material Pack 
Penmanship Masters (CD or Laminated)$16.95
Primers A-C (set of 3) $35.95 ($12.95 ea.)
Motivational Ladder $7.95
Red Pencils (2) $1.75

Standard Student Material Pack 
Penmanship Paper (500 sheet ream) $17.50
Primers A-C (set of 3) $35.95 ($12.95 ea.)
Composition Notebook $3.95
Red Pencils (2) $1.75

Zip

A User-Friendly Approach to

E-mail

The Writing Road to Reading & Grammar Works
Concepts

Please check the following:
 New to the Works People  Alumnus
 Position _____________________

(Convention sessions are overviews &
Workshops are hands-on practicums)

$54.95

I will be attending:

February 19-20 NDHSA Convention, Bismarck, ND
April 16-17 MACHE Convention, Sioux Falls, SD
None in ‘21 MCHEC Convention Cancelled

 Reading Works August 2-4
 Grammar Works August 2, 5-6

August 2-4 Reading Works Workshop
August 2, 5-6 Grammar Works Workshop
@ YOUR HOUSE!

Summer ‘Works’shops
Included in the annual subscription cost.

Add on any Building Block Packs WITH Foundation Stones & discount the Pack(s) 10%

$69.95

Comprehension
• McCall-Crabbs Comprehension Tests $39.95
• Scantron Answer Sheets (6) $5.95 or (30 for $22.95)

$45.95

Advanced Grammar & Composition
• Writing Works $64.95
• Composition Notebook $3.95

$59.95

Word Management Flashcards (ALL additional sets currently available)

$204.95

⚫
⚫
⚫

⚫
⚫
⚫

($242.45 if bought separately)

$39.95
⚫
⚫
⚫
⚫

“Whoa’ Cowboy Hat $7.25
‘ARrrr Matey’ Pirate Hat $6.50
Tame the Aardvark’ Sword $3.25
Pirate Patch $1.50

Additional Items





and

Grammar WORKS Online

www.theworkspeople.com
Just not quite sure? Then TRY US OUT with

Word Lists I & V, W Flashcards $13.95 ea.
Word Lists J, K, N, P, R, S, T, U Flashcards $15.95 ea.
Word Lists L, M, O, Q Flashcards $17.95 ea.

Sherlock Holmes Cap $9.95
‘Leader of the Colonies’ Tricorne Hat $6.25
‘Kiss the Goldfish’ Fish Hat $5.25
‘Rule Breaker’ Hat $3.25

Reading WORKS Online
Get them Now at

Props Package
⚫

Then keep access to the author at your fingertips with

Android App $1.99 from Google Play Store  Spelling Rules Wall Charts $29.95
Teacher Daily Planner $9.95
Workshop Tuition - Reading WORKS Online! $99 Grammar WORKS Online! $99 BOTH $175
Reading WORKS: Breaking Ground $34.95  Breaking Ground Online! FREE (limited time)

Reading WORKS:

Use with Online video sessions to teach
Comprehensive Phonics & Precise Handwriting of
Numerals, Lower & Upper Case single letter phonograms
One year of instruction for beginners.
Starting point for everyone else.



Grammar & All Basic K-8 Language Skills except literature
• Grammar Works $49.95 Convention Special 30% off the GW manual when bought in pkg.
• My First Grammar Works Notebook $26.95

Phone

 I need to order materials
Place your order
online @www.theworkspeople.com
by email orders@theworkspeople.com
Or by phone 218-731-3072
Workshop Pricing
Reading WORKS Online Regular Price $99
Grammar WORKS Online Regular Price $99
Pay only $175 each by registering for both
Reading Works & Grammar Works Workshops
Check for Seasonal Discount Codes
to save even more
Questions?
Contact support@theworkspeople.com or
call 218-731-3072
You will receive workshop info & schedules
approximately 2 weeks before the workshop.

Send this completed registration with payment to:
The Works People
500 Victoria Drive
Alexandria. MN 56308

The Works’ materials are designed for
use with Levels Pre-K through High
School.

Our curriculum and approach is...

Pre-K through High School instruction
90+ historically authentic phonograms

Scripted precise delivery of handwriting.
Don’t leave this vital multi-sensory step to
chance!
Scripted concise delivery of phonograms.
Teaching all the sounds of all 91 historically
authentic phonograms. Many pronunciations
have changed over years, spelling rules have not.

Only ‘The Works’ has Scripted
comprehensive delivery of each
of the core vocabulary words.

Complete ~ everything you need for teaching
Handwriting, Phonics, Reading, Spelling,
Vocabulary, Grammar, and Composition
from Pre-K to High School Graduation.

Toolbox keeps all this vital
information organized and compact.

…with proven, positive results!

Precise instruction for manuscript handwriting
including capitals, numerals and rare multiples
Additional 1500 word Reading Works core vocabulary list (compiled from reputable studies
on word use frequency)
Latin roots from Webster’s 1828 Dictionary
Spelling rules, charts & flashcards
Exclusive, uniquely scripted teaching materials
providing detailed word-for-word instruction for
every core vocabulary (spelling) word
Lifetime, family tuitions for 21 hour workshops
Technical support from the authors via email,
telephone, text, and Facebook Community
30+ years successful classroom experience

We Cover all the Bases in
One Integrated Curriculum!

Traditional programs break
• Penmanship
• Phonics
• Reading
• Spelling
• Grammar
• Vocabulary and
• Writing Skills
into separate subject areas taught in separate class times.

Instructions for all appropriate grade levels
are contained within each Lesson or Step,
making it ideal for teaching more than one
grade level at the same time. All students
do the work at the lowest level with more
advanced students doing the additional expectancies.
The method builds sequentially year after year upon what
students already know in incremental steps of ever increasing
difficulty. Confusion is minimized and consistency is maintained throughout Pre-K - High School as the same definitions, skills, and expectancies are progressively enhanced
and expanded upon in each higher level of instruction.

A User-Friendly Approach to
Reading Works &
Grammar Works Concepts

A step-by-step guide for navigating
The Writing Road to Reading

A step-by-step manual for equipping
students to master the English language

Reading Works covers handwriting,
spelling, phonics and reading, and, as it
discusses the history of our language, it
teaches about word origins and vocabulary. At the point at which students can
form simple sentences, Grammar Works
complements Reading Works with basic
grammar skills from parts of speech, sentence construction,
and punctuation to paragraphs, outlines, letter writing, library
skills, book reports, and more. Writing Works completes the
curriculum with composition and advanced grammar skills.
The ‘Works’ materials provide word-for-word
teacher dialogue requiring direct studentteacher instruction at beginning levels. Efficiency is maximized when students can be
instructed simultaneously or more advanced
students can learn as they instruct younger
students. Evaluation is a result of teacherstudent interaction rather than lengthy correcting of worksheets and/or workbooks.

An analytical and historical
approach to writing

